
This chapter,  which is second part of a summary about  the recent 
view
about many-sheeted space-time,  provides   a summary of the 
developments in
TGD that have occurred during last few years (the year I am writing 
this is
2007).  The view is out-of-date in some respects. The most important 
steps
of progress are following ones.

\vm{\it 1. Parton level formulation of quantum TGD}\vm

The formulation of quantum TGD at partonic level identifying 
fundamental
objects as light-like 3-surfaces having also interpretation as 
random
light-like orbits of 2-D partons having arbitrarily large size. This
picture reduces quantum TGD to an almost-topological quantum field 
theory
and leads to a dramatic understanding of S-matrix. A generalization 
of
Feynman diagrams emerges obtained by replacing lines of Feynman 
diagram
with light-like 3-surfaces meeting along their ends at vertices. 
This
picture is different from that of string models and means also a
generalization of the view about space-time and 3-surface since 
these
surfaces cannot be assumed to be a smooth manifold anymore.

The condition that the formulation in terms of light-like 3-surfaces 
is
equivalent with that using pairs of space-like 3-surfaces at the 
ends of
causal diamonds leads to strong from of holography stating that 
partonic
2-surfaces and their tangent space-data code for physics.  It has 
turned
out that fermionic string model in 4-D space-time emerges naturally 
from
TGD. This is not yet taken into account in there considerations of 
the
chapter.

\vm{\it 2. Zero energy ontology}\vm

In zero energy ontology  physical states are creatable from vacuum 
and have



vanishing net quantum numbers, in particular energy. Zero energy 
states can
be decomposed to positive and negative energy parts with definite
geometro-temporal separation, call it $T$,  and having 
interpretation in
terms of initial and final states of particle reactions. Zero energy
ontology is consistent with ordinary positive energy ontology at the 
limit
when the time scale of the perception of observer is much shorter 
than $T$.

Zero energy ontology leads to the view about S-matrix as a 
characterizer of
time-like entanglement associated with the zero energy state and a
generalization of S-matrix to what might be called M-matrix emerges.
M-matrix is complex square root of density matrix expressible as a 
product
of real valued \blockquote{modulus} and unitary matrix representing 
phase and can be
seen as a matrix valued generalization of Schr\"odinger amplitude. 
Also
thermodynamics becomes an inherent element  of quantum theory in 
this
approach. M-matrices in turn form orthogonal rows of U-matrix which 
is
defined between zero energy states whereas S and M-matrices are 
defined by
entanglement coefficients between positive and negative energy parts 
of
zero energy states.

\vm{\it 3. Fusion of real and p-adic physics to single one}\vm

The fusion of p-adic physics and real physics to single coherent 
whole
requires generalization of the  number concept obtained by gluing 
reals and
various p-adic number fields along common algebraic numbers. This 
leads to
a new vision about how cognition and intentionality make themselves 
visible
in real physics via long range correlations realized via the 
effective
p-adicity of real physics. The success of the p-adic length scale
hypothesis and p-adic mass calculations suggest that cognition and
intentionality are present already at elementary particle level.  
This
picture leads naturally to an effective discretization of the real 
physics
at the level of S-matrix and relying on the notion of number 
theoretic



braid. 

It has turned out that the notion of braid emerges naturally from 
the
localization of spinor modes to 2-D surfaces in the generic case. 
Braids
correspond to the orbits of the strings ends at given space-time 
sheet.

\vm{\it 4. Dark matter hierarchy and hierarchy of Planck constants}
\vm

Dark matter revolution  with levels of the hierarchy labeled by 
values of
Planck constant suggests a further generalization of the notion of
imbedding space and thus of space-time - at least as an effective
mathematical tool. One can say  that imbedding space is a book like
structure obtained by gluing together infinite number of copies of 
the
imbedding space like pages of a book: two copies characterized by 
singular
discrete bundle structure are  glued together along 4-dimensional 
set of
common points. These points have physical interpretation in terms of
quantum criticality. Particle  states belonging to different sectors 
(pages
of the book) can interact via field bodies representing space-time 
sheets
which have parts belonging to two pages of this book.

It has turned out that the hierarchy of effective Planck constants
$h_{eff}=n\times h$ follows from the quantum criticality implied by 
the
non-determinism of K\"ahler action and that one can relate it to an
infinite hierarchy of breakings of conformal symmetries acting on 
the
orbits of light-like 3-surfaces leaving the space-like ends of 
space-time
surface at boundaries of CD invariant.  Hierarchy of conformal 
algebras
corresponds to sub-algebras of conformal algebras with conformal 
weights
coming as multiples of $n$.

\vm{\it 5. Equivalence Principle and evolution of gravitational
constant}\vm

The views about Equivalence Princple (EP) and GRT limit of TGD have 
changed
quite a lot since 2007 and here the updated view is summarized.  
Before



saying anything about evolution of gravitational constant one must
understand whether it is a fundamental constant or prediction of 
quantum
TGD. Also one should understand whether Equivalence Principle holds 
true
and if so, in what sense. Also the identification of gravitational  
and
inertial masses seems to be necessary.

At classical level EP follows from the interpretation of GRT space-
time as
effective space-time obtained by replacing many-sheeted space-time 
with
Minkowski space with effective metric determined as a sum of 
Minkowski
metric and sum over the  deviations of the induced metrices of 
space-time
sheets from Minkowski metric. Poincare invariance suggests strongly
classical EP for the GRT limit in long length scales at least. One 
can
consider also other kinds of limits such as the analog of GRT limit 
for
Euclidian space-time regions assignable to elementary particles. In 
this
case deformations of $CP_2$ metric define a natural starting point 
and
$CP_2$ indeed defines a gravitational instanton with very large
cosmological constant in Einstein-Maxwell theory. Also gauge 
potentials of
standard model correspond classically to superpositions of induced 
gauge
potentials over space-time sheets.

Gravitational constant, cosmological constant, and various gauge 
couplings
emerge as predictions.  Planck length should be related to $CP_2$ 
size by a
dimensionless numerical factor predicted by the theory. These 
constants
need not be universal constants: cosmological constant is  certainly  
very
large for the Euclidian variant of GRT space-time. These constants  
could
also depend on p-adic length scale. p-Adic coupling constant 
evolution
suggests itself as a discretized variant of coupling constant 
evolution and
p-adic scales   would  relate naturally to the size scales of causal
diamonds: perhaps the integer $n$ characterizing the multiple of 
$CP_2$
scale giving the distance between the tips of $CD$ has p-adic prime 
$p$ or
its power as a divisor.



At the level of single space-time sheet and CD   it is not possible 
to talk about
coupling constant evolution since K\"ahler action and K\"ahler-Dirac 
action contain
no coupling constants. 

This description however  gives rise to p-adic coupling constant 
evolution
since the process of lumping together the sheets of the many-sheeted
space-time gives a result which depends on the size scale of CD. If 
the
non-deterministic dynamics of K\"ahler action for the  maxima of 
K\"ahler
function mimics p-adic non-determinism then one has hopes about p-
adic
coupling constant evolution. The p-adic prime and therefore also the 
length
scale  and coupling constants characterizing the dynamics for given 
$CD$
would vary wildly as function of integer characterizing $CD$ size 
scale.
This could mean that the $CD$s whose size scales are related by
multiplication of small integer are close to each other. They would 
be near
to each other in logarithmic sense and logarithms indeed appear in 
running
coupling constants. This  \blockquote{prediction} is of course 
subject to criticism.

\vm{\it 6. Renormalization group equations for gauge couplings at
space-time level}\vm

In classical TGD only K\"ahler coupling constant appears explicitly 
but
does not affect the classical dynamics. Other gauge couplings do not 
appear
at all in classical dynamics since the the definition of classical 
fields
absorbs them as normalization constants. This suggests that the 
notion of
continuous coupling constant evolution at space-time level is not 
needed in
quantum TGD proper and emerges only at the QFT limit when space-time 
is
replaced with general relativistic effective space-time.

For the known extremals of K\"ahler action  gauge couplings are RG
invariants inside single space-time sheet, which supports the view 
that
discrete p-adic coupling constant evolution replacing  the ordinary
continuous coupling constant evolution  emerges only when space-time 
sheets



are lumped together to define GRT space-time. This evolution would 
have as
parameters the p-adic length scale characterizing the causal diamond 
(CD)
associated with particle and the phase factors characterizing the 
algebraic
extension of p-adic numbers involved.

The p-adic prime and therefore also the length scale  and coupling
constants characterizing the dynamics for given $CD$ would vary 
wildly as
function of integer characterizing $CD$ size scale. This could mean 
that
the $CD$s whose size scales are related by multiplication of small 
integer
are close to each other. They would be near to each other in 
logarithmic
sense and logarithms indeed appear in running coupling constants. 
This 
\blockquote{prediction} is of course subject to criticism.

\vm{\it 7. Quantitative g for the values of coupling
constants}\vm

All quantitative statements about coupling constants are  bound to 
be
guesswork as long as explicit formulas for M-matrix elements are 
lacking.
p-Adic length scale hypothesis provides one guideline for the 
guesses.
Second guideline is provided by number theoretical universality. 
Third
guideline is general physical intuition. What is done can be however
seen as exercises perhaps giving some familiarity with the basic 
notions.

The latest progress in the understanding of p-adic coupling constant
evolution comes from a formula for K\"ahler coupling strength $
\alpha_K$ in
terms of Dirac determinant of  the K\"ahler-Dirac operator 
associated with
K\"ahler  action.

The formula for $\alpha_K$ fixes its number theoretic anatomy and 
also that
of other coupling strengths. The assumption that simple rationals
(p-adicization) are involved can be combined with the input from p-
adic
mass calculations and with an old conjecture for the formula of
gravitational constant allowing to express it in terms of   $CP_2$ 
length



scale and K\"ahler action of topologically condensed $CP_2$ type 
vacuum
extremal.  The prediction is that $\alpha_K$ is renormalization 
group
invariant and equals to the value of fine structure constant at 
electron
length scale characterized by $M_{127}$. Although  Newton's constant 
is 
proportional to p-adic length scale squared it can be RG invariant 
thanks
to exponential reduction due to the presence of the exponent of 
K\"ahler
action associated with  the two $CP_2$ type vacuum extremals 
representing
the wormhole contacts associated with graviton. The number theoretic
anatomy of $R^2/G$ allows to consider two options. For the first one 
only
$M_{127}$ gravitons are possible number theoretically. For the 
second
option gravitons corresponding to $p\simeq 2^k$ are possible.

A relationship between electromagnetic and color coupling constant
evolutions based on the formula $1/\alpha_{em}+1/\alpha_s= 
1/\alpha_K$ is
suggested by the induced gauge field concept, and would mean that 
the
otherwise hard-to-calculate evolution of color coupling strength is 
fixed
completely. The predicted value of $\alpha_s$ at intermediate boson 
length
scale is correct.

In this chapter the above topics are discussed in detail. Also the 
possible
role of so called super-symplectic gauge bosons in the understanding 
of
non-perturbative phase of QCD  and black-hole physics is discussed.
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